1993 mazda

The Mazda B series is a series of pickup trucks that was manufactured by Mazda. Produced
across five generations from to , the model line began life primarily as a commercial vehicle,
slotted above a kei truck in size. Through its production, Mazda used engine displacement to
determine model designations; a B was fitted with a 1. In Japan, the B-series was referred to as
the Mazda Proceed for much of its production, with several other names adopted by the model
line. Thailand used the Mazda Magnum, Thunder, and Fighter names. Mazda's first vehicles
were three-wheeled trucks, also known as auto rickshaws starting with the Mazda-Go in ,
followed with the Mazda K in , the Mazda T , and the larger Mazda T That engine was replaced by
a water-cooled unit in and joined by the larger capacity D In , passenger car size requirements
no longer applied to commercial vehicles and the truck grew longer, with a two-liter D available
and the smallest D discontinued. This model was the only Japanese market model to be badged
under the B-series naming scheme, i. The BUD61 second generation that followed was the first
model of the long-running "Proceed" series sold in Japan. The BUB61 had a new, upside-down,
trapezoidal grille instead of the earlier full-width unit, with thirteen bars rather than nine, turn
signals on the fenders, and more chrome trimâ€”including a decor strip on the side. In addition
to the standard two-door "styleside" pickup truck body there were also a double-cab truck, and
a similar double-cab version called the "pickup. This model was a two-door, fully glazed van
with a fold-down tailgate and an electrically powered window, which was rare in the Japanese
market at the time. These three models were built on the shorter wheelbase chassis; when the
longer chassis was introduced it was not deemed worthwhile to create new bodywork. These
models were produced for only a few months. In March , the Proceed , with a smaller 1.
Assembly started in at Steel's Motor Assemblies, which also built the Toyota Corona and later
became Toyota New Zealand's Christchurch plant after a government order for units. The model
remained in local assembly at various plants for several generations. The B series was
introduced to the United States with the B In , the similar rotary -powered Rotary Pickup was
released in the US. The engine was enlarged to 1. It was known in the Japanese market as the
"Proceed", where it was also sold as the Ford Courier. Its strong sales in the US
marketâ€”mostly with Ford badgingâ€”relieved Mazda's pressing cash flow troubles in the
period following the s energy crisis. It was sold from to and appears to only have been available
in the US and Canada. It is estimated that just over 15, units were built. Most were made for the
model year PA chassis , but the effect of the energy crisis on sales caused Mazda to restamp
many of the models with a prefix "S", designating them as models; SPA Approximately units
were built for the model year, when the four-speed manual transmission was upgraded to a
five-speed. About 3, units were manufactured, after which the REPU was discontinued due to
poor sales. Most of the trucks are found on the West Coast of the US; they continue to be
sought out by enthusiasts. Like the other mini-pickups of the time, it featured a sub The body
styling was effectively that of the related Mazda B series, but its frontal treatment was unique;
its grille was designed to emulate that of the larger Ford F series and large, single headlights
were fitted instead of the B series's smaller twin units. A four-speed manual transmission was
standard; a three-speed automatic option was also offered. A five-speed manual option was
added in Badging was changed several times in the first generation of the series. In , the tailgate
read "Ford Courier" in large, raised letters; there was a small "Courier" badge on the front of the
hood. From until , the hood badging read "Ford". In , the tailgate read "Courier" in large letters,
with a small "Ford" badge on the upper left. In , it read "Ford" in large letters, with a small
"Courier" badge on the lower right. In , the cab was lengthened by 75 millimetres 3. The model's
third generation was introduced in April as the PE chassis for the Proceed The new model was
more comfortable than the previous; it had a woodgrain dashboard and other luxuries. Outside
Japan it was sold as the B and later as the B, which was originally sold only in North America. In
the US for the model year, it was sold as the B, which used a 2. The diesel 2. The 2. In Japan,
this truck was discontinued in October because commercial customers preferred vans over the
less space-efficient, bonneted trucks. The B was also available in a long-bed version with a
longer wheelbase and rear overhang, which was given the model name Sundowner in some
marketsâ€”a reference to nomadic Australian herders who would make camp wherever they
were at sundown. The regular model code UC11 was changed to UC21 when it was fitted with a
long bed. The chassis coding system used for the US market in when a standardized VIN code
was introduced. This change led to a second coding system, complicating the identification and
grouping of these trucks. The B series was reskinned during , with new sheetmetal below the
belt line, and was replaced in January Gulf Auto Restorations in New Zealand also built a run of
double-cab Ford Couriers in , long before Mazda themselves developed such a model. In , the
Courier was redesigned and various new options were made available. The truck was available
with front disc brakes and a Ford-built 2. The key feature distinguishing the Courier from
Mazda's B series was the single headlights, although with park and indicator lights were placed

inset starting in The optional Ford 2. The Courier was never available with a diesel engine in the
US. However, the Mazda B was available with the S2 , a Perkins-built 4. This diesel engine was
also available for the and Ford Ranger; for the to Ford Rangers it was replaced with the 2. The
Courier continued to be sold in North America until the model year , when power steering was
added. Australian models were redesigned in or Between and , a number of electric Ford
Couriers were produced. Jet Industries purchased " vehicle gliders "â€”Ford Courier bodies
without engines, and fitted them with a series-connected direct current motor and lead-acid
accumulators; they labeled the vehicles the Jet Industries ElectraVan These were sold mainly as
service trucks, generally to local government departments. A number of these vehicles still
exist, usually with upgraded motor control systems and higher-voltage battery packs. In , the
Mitsubishi engine was replaced with a new family of Mazda powerplants. This generation also
returned to the Japanese market as the "Proceed", where it was marketed mostly as a "lifestyle"
truck. The Proceed Marvie had a UV chassis code. It had three rows of seats, with the rearmost
accessible by walking past the second row on the left. A similar version of the vehicle was
developed in Thailand, where it was sold as a version of the Mazda B series. In , the larger
Mitsubishi carbureted engine was replaced with Mazda's more powerful, 2. The new model was
named Biâ€”"i" for injection. Upon its North American debut in for the model year, the B was
praised by automotive critics for its comfortable ride, smooth handling, and general car-like feel
despite its ability to perform tasks required of a truck. In addition to the standard cab which was
available with a short bed or long bed, Mazda offered an extended cab version with jump seats
called the Cab Plus. For three consecutive years , , , Mazda trucks were rated number one in
overall customer satisfaction by J. Power and Associates. For the model year, the only available
models were the B only available in 4x2 and the B 4x4. The latter model was powered with a 2.
The B was introduced as a replacement for the B in , and the B was discontinued after the
model year. For the model year, the B was given a Mazda G6 fuel-injected engine and was
renamed the Bi. At this point, the Bi became available either in 4x4 or 4x2, alongside the B
which remained only available as a 4x2. All Bi models were equipped with a different hood with
a distinct center bulge to accommodate the larger motor. The B 4x4 and subsequent Bi 4x4
models had their own styling distinctions such as fender flares, a wider front bumper, and mud
guards. For the â€”93 model years, the LX trim level was renamed the LE The base model was a
utilitarian vehicle and featured no amenities. The standard cab came standard with breathable
vinyl upholstery, full brushed-nap carpeting, and steel wheels with blackwall radial tires. The
Cab Plus base model came standard with body side pinstripes, swing-out rear side windows,
checkered tweed reclining bucket seats, full cut-pile carpeting, a sports-type moulded shifter
boot, a remote control fuel-filler door release, and a storage box for jack and tools. The LX was
the top-of-the-line trim level, and marketed as a luxury truck. Although the North American
Mazda B series remained largely unchanged throughout its eight-year run, there were minor
cosmetic refreshes. For the model year, it was replaced with a larger painted plastic piece to
match the colors of the grille itself. This remained unchanged throughout the remainder of the B
series' run. The model year saw the first major refresh in the B series: the front bumper and
grille, which had been painted a dark metallic satin grey with light grey headlight bezels, were
changed to black with light grey headlight bezels. Also for , the wheels for the Bi 4x4 SE-5 were
changed from chrome to a new alloy design. For the model year, the LE-5 4x2 models also
received alloy wheels. In the SE-5, the most noticeable yearly changes were the gradual
disappearance of its stripes. The SE-5 model featured a stripe kit that covered a large portion of
the body running along the waistline of the front fenders and doors, and along the shoulder of
the bed , with bold lines separating a monochrome color scheme and reading "SE-5" in front of
the taillights written either in black or white. The SE-5 featured a less prominent gradient-style
stripe kit that started from the waistline of the doors and ran across towards the taillights. This
variant remained mostly unchanged until the end of the B series' run in Partway through the
model year, beginning in limited markets in June and expanding to the whole country in
September, Mazda introduced a rebadged version of the Ford Ranger. Because of declining
sales and a lack of significant updates to its parent platform, the Ford-built B series was
discontinued after the model year. The North American Ranger was discontinued at the end of
with the closure of the Twin Cities plant. From to [31] a badge-engineered version of the Mazda
Proceed Marvie wagon was sold as the Ford Raider. In the model year, Mazda renewed its B
series for international markets. Production at the AutoAlliance Thailand plant began in May
Production also began that year at the Ford Motor Company Philippines plant. The truck was
sold in more than countries under a variety of names. They had a 2. The rest of the range was
revised in and In Australia , in January , the Courier received a 4. There were two fuel tank sizes
available. After struggling to establish market share in North America during the s against
Toyota and Nissan, the B-Series was shifted to highest-selling model line in segment. Sharing

identical mechanical underpinnings with the Ranger, the Mazda B-Series was produced with a
high degree of visual similarity to its Ford counterpart. The B-Series received distinct body
panels for the front fascia and pickup truck bed; extended cabs were distinguished with
separate exterior trim. Through its production, the Ford-produced B-Series followed the
development of the Ranger in its body and chassis, undergoing a substantial update for the
model year. During the s, the Mazda Truck was gradually phased out of the Mazda product
range and was discontinued after in the United States in Canada ; the final vehicle was
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Alert? At just 76, kilomet Private Seller. Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. Power
comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the
car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the
seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This
Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is
powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale
leather interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and
Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic
driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension with active handling.
This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a
one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal
leather interior and is powered by a 3. This Cadillac Brougham sedan has been freshly repainted
in its factory color. It shows just 98k miles from new, retaining its original blue leather interior
and a fully refurbished air conditioning system. The car is powered by a ci V8 paired with a
4-speed automatic transmission. It was originally sold in El Paso, Texas, and was subsequently
relocated to Arizona. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center.
About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities.
Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their respective
owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of the
company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards
recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. Make Model Year. Price
and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. This is our
dealerships pride and joy. Never Tracked but ready with a brand new set of Nitto Track Slicks!
One of the most soild cars I have ever driven in my 30 years of driving all makes and models of
sports cars. Pristine Condition. We carry a large selection of pre-owned vehicles and we use fair
market value pricing for all our vehicles. Plus Tax and Fees and Documentary Charge. Certicare
limited powertrain warranty Available on and new model year vehicles with less then 80k
mileage please see dealer for complete details. McDonald Mazda West value vehicles may have

some known or unknown mechanical or cosmetic flaws, but have passed a safety inspection.
Please contact a sales specialist today at This fun driving convertible has a 5-Speed Manual
Transmission, 1. Call today to set up a test drive Recent Arrival! Mint condition. Beautiful
original paint. Mechanical inspection invited. Only Only What's the color called? Marina Green a
kind of muted and dirtier British Racing Green. What was special? Like other M-Editions it has a
tan leather interior and some Nardi bits and pieces. Wheels are polished Enkeis and it also had
the LSD. The M Edition is the final Miata to be called an M-Edition and it's also a gorgeous color
combination. How many were built? The 97M is the final Miata to be called an M-Edition and it's
also a gorgeous color combination. Petersburg Fl. Residency restrictions apply see dealer for
details and restrictions. All pricing and details are believed to be accurate but we do not warrant
or guarantee such accuracy. The prices shown above may vary from region to region as will
incentives and are subject to change. MX-5 Miata Leather trim. Call for More Information. These
are vehicles that did not meet our retail standards for Shelor Used Car Certification, but still
provide affordable transportation. Some vehicles may have mechanical issues. The inspection
process includes an internal inspection as well as a State Inspection. Not all mechanical issues
will be known at the time of inspection or at the time of sale. All service work must be performed
by a Shelor service facility. Bucket Seats, 4-Wheel Disc Brakes. Our big selection means even
bigger savings! Need extra spending money? Shelor wants your vehicle, and we're paying top
dollar! Vehicle information and equipment is based off standard equipment as decoded from
VIN and may vary from vehicle to vehicle. This joyful little car features a smooth revving 1. The
car is an utter joy to drive and goes down the road just like it did when it left the factory. The car
is finished in Red that is stunning and very clean on a straight and very presentable body.
Highlights include 14 inch ally wheels, fog lamps, rear spoiler, front air dam,, side sills and rear
mud guards, Nardi leather steering wheel, wind block with storage bag, aftermarket cruise
control, aftermarket CD player. The Miata has recently had a new timing belt and pensioner and
new water pump installed. Introduced in , the second generation Mazda MX-5 Miata was
code-named NB and was larger and more mature than its predecessor. Featuring refined styling
based on the RX-7, the NB lost the pop up headlights but gained more interior space as well as
a more refined powertrain. While the original models have skyrocketed in desirability, the
second generation models have not reached that point yet, but with their classic good looks
and improved styling, it is no doubt they will get there soon! Please call or email with any
questions or for additional information. This Miata is a clean local trade. It has no rust issues,
clean body, clean interior, new top, new tires, power windows, power steering, AC, aluminum
wheels, new cd player with Bluetooth, soft top boot cover, and more. Stop in today to see this
super clean Miata! Check in at autoquestexpresscom Twilight Blue Mica Mazda Miata LS with
only 89k miles and a brand new soft top with a glass rear window and defroster! Factory alloy
wheels boot cover windscreen Runs and drives great. Clean title Clean Carfax no rust no
wrecks odor free smoke free. Head to the beach,tour wine country, wind through the mountains
in one of the nicest examples of a Miata that you will find. These cars are made for California
sunshine and open air cruising. Expect smiles and memories. Please inquire directly if you are
interested. Hello Mazda is looking to become the definitive Miata source in California. Thank you
for your interest. This is a very clean well taken care of Miata. One of our employees traded this
car in for a that we had on our lot. The leather is not ripped or torn. The paint as well as the soft
top is in good condition. Our employee owned this vehicle since It has been maintained
religiously with the work being performed on it here at Jerry Damson. Winters going to be over
soon and this would make a great toy for somebody! Call us today or hit that check availability
button to schedule a test drive! Soak up the sun and have some fun in this outstanding Mazda
MX-5 Miata convertible. It's not often you find just the vehicle you are looking for AND with low
mileage. This is your chance to take home a gently used and barely driven Mazda MX-5 Miata. It
is incomparable for the price and quality. New Price! Powered by a peppy 1. Our Rear Wheel
Drive combination increases the fun factor on a twisty road and delivers near 28mpg on the
highway turning heads with chrome accents, sleek inch wheels, and a soft top. Inside our SE,
you are welcomed with leather-trimmed bucket seats and other fantastic amenities. We know
you will enjoy the ride of this unique roadster! Driving this Mazda is sure to put a smile on your
face and have you taking a long way home while offering a long list of standard safety features
such as four-wheel ABS and airbags. So come down today, you don't want to miss the edge of
excitement that comes along with owning this MX-5 Miata SE! Print this page and call us Now
We offer complimentary vehicle delivery within miles of our store. Now showing 36k miles, the
car is finished in Blazing Yellow Mica over black leather and powered by a 1. This NB Miata is
offered with a clean Carfax report. Additional equipment includes a model-specific front bumper
with integrated fog lights, side skirts, a decklid spoiler, aftermarket window tint, and
body-colored trim on the headlamps and taillights. At Hello Mazda of Valencia, and we look

forward to living up to our reputation every day. Stop in and see us today, or contact our staff
with any questions Odometer is miles below market average! Most vehicles are subject to
reconditioning fees and costs for dealer installed accessories. These fees and costs are not
included in the advertised price. Second key, floor mats, or owners manual may not be available
on all pre-owned vehicles. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this
data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Prices
subject to change. Vehicles are subject to prior sale. Its Automatic transmission and Gas I4 2.
Want to see this car? Visit the URL above and schedule a test drive brought to your driveway.
All cars are disinfected. List prices do not include taxes, registration, Shift Service fee, or
optional Vehicle Protection Plan. Please refer to Shift's website to view the total price and
estimate your monthly payment. In other words, we DON'T artificially inflate our prices by
thousands of dollars in hopes of winning a negotiating contest with our customers. All trade-ins
are welcome. We'll buy your car even if you don't buy ours! Visit us at Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for
sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and
Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic Manual Drivetrain Rear
Wheel Drive Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent
price drops. No accidents. Title issue. Price Drop. Know The Deal. Showing 1 - 18 out of listings.
Overall Consumer Rating. I finally acquired my Miata after lusting for one since No
disappointments. Couldn't live with out one now. Still has that Zoom! Still has that universal
attractiveness. People still ask what it is with a big smile on their faces. Just turned in a I have a
hardtop which is essential to year round use here in Puddle Town Portland, Or. Buy the best
one you can find. Consider a hardtop. Happy Zooming!!! Read more. Read less. Sign Up. Refine
your search. Manual Convertible Gasoline Sport Cars Hardtop 8 Racing Stripe 1. Popular Similar
Cars. Mx-5 Miata. Refine search. No description provided. Original convertible roof replaced due
to age and a glass rear view window and removable protective pocket installed instead of that
horrible plastic window that was impossible to see out of. Small paint chip on right rear bumper.
Google Ads. Really nice mazda miata with a automatic transmission power windows cruise
control air conditioning alloy rims runs and drives perfect. This car drives great and is great
shape. It even has "positraction"! This 5 speed manual is extremely fun to drive. It has lots of
extra features that will be listed on the ad soon. Top is in great shape, good tires, everything
works, has power mirrors, upgraded speakers. New topbeen garageddrives excellent the front
windshield is in excellent condition. The paint is in great shape and condition. The interior is
clean and in good condition. The exterior is clean and in good condition. The engine is
functioning properly and has no issues. The transmission shifts very smoothly. The brakes are
in great condition. The battery is in excellent condition. He wanted to have latest model of Miata
of Phase 1 - with 1. The body on this car is in amazing shape for a 24 year old car. The abs 4
disc brakes are in great shape and are full and recent. Fun meets affordable. Full service
complete. Great looking bright red exterior and black interior makes this car look great. This is a
unique hard to find automobile and has a great color combo. The engine compartment clean,
and void of any leaks. Tires are fairly new tops alright condition recently replaced rear window.
Lightweight well balanced rear wheel drive convertible coupe. This unit is a blast to drive.
Comes with its soft top that is in near new conditions no tears or leaks. Aftermarket stereo head
unit made by sony and speakers by pioneer. One of a kind and will sell fast. No paper work fees,
doc fee or tittle fee! Free 3 month warranty! Se habla espanol daniel hector office more cars at
rosedalecars. Com also fill out a credit app and get pre-approved in seconds! The starting price
of the auction was less than the engine replacement. Soft top is in good shape and it has a
white hard top that comes with it.. Power brakes, power windows, power steering , automatic,
dual overhead cam 16 valve Power Windows. Exterior: This car presents extremely well. Brilliant
Black paint is original with the exception of a portion of the passenger rear quarter, where a
scratch was corrected, and the car has always been garage-kept. The body is in excellent
shape, with just one tiny ding above the passenger rear tail light see photo. There is also some
extremely light clear coat scratching by the rear license plate, where a dealer badge was
previously removed see photo. All glass is clear and crack free, as are all lights. Chrome pieces
are mint throughout. The car will come with a red boot cover, red tonneau cover, all original
books and manuals, and the spare and jack. Overall, the car is in very nice, original condition.
Interior: Black over red is a great combo. The vibrant interior is a real crowd-pleaser. Much like
the exterior, the interior is in excellent shape with only very minor signs of age. The shift knob
also shows some wear. Other than that, the interior is truly in fantastic shape. Seats are free of
any cracks, tears, or scratches, and the red pops nice and bright. This car also has cruise
control, power windows, power antenna, a Nardi shift knob, and air conditioning, which blows
icy cold. There are two cup holders by the center console, a cup holder cover will come with the

car as well. All gauges and interior lights work without fault. Doors close without a fuss. Please
take a good look through the underbody and underhood photos, as the car is documented in
detail. There are still the factory stickers on the large majority of mechanical components under
the hood. The car starts right up without fault, and while the 1. On the road, the car feels great.
There are no noises or tendencies of concern whatsoever. Clutch grabs like it should, and the
car pulls through the gears without any hesitation. Handling is excellent. The car tracks straight
and brakes straight and effectively. Underneath, the car presents very nicely. There is
absolutely no rust or damage, and much of the underbody presents as close-to-new. Please feel
free to reach out to Jake at with any further questions. The transmission shifts like butter, no
grinding gears or pop outs. It runs like a clock, while it's also equipped with the 1. Exterior:This
car presents extremely well. Interior:Black over red is a great combo. Had plan for autox but
never did. Word limit prohibits. This car comes will all the goodies: a red tonneau cover, both
red and black floormats, a red boot cover, a radio face cover, and a hardtop. Exterior: this car
presents very, very well. The body is in excellent shape â€” there are no dings or dents on the
car. Paint is original, as confirmed with an elcometer, and the car has always been garage-kept.
There are a handful of small chips from regular road use scattered about the car, most of which
have been touched up with black paint and are only noticeable upon extremely close inspection.
While the car does look great with the hardtop on, with it off, the red interior really pops against
the black paint. Interior: black over red is a great combo. The vibrant interior gets comments
every time we take the car out. Much like the exterior, the interior is in excellent shape with just
a couple minor signs of age. Other than that, the interior is really in fantastic shape. Seats are
great, with just some light creases from regular use. This car also has cruise control, power
windows, power antenna, a nardi shift knob, and air conditioning, though not currently
functional. The compressor does kick on, and air does blow out with force, but air does not
blow cold. There are two cup holders by the center console. On the road, the car feels quite
good. There is absolutely no rust, and much of the underbody presents as close-to-new. The car
will be sold with a hardtop, tonneau cover, two sets of floormats, and the original manual and
warranty booklet. Please feel free to reach out to jake at with any f. Exterior:this car presents
very, very well. Interior:black over red is a great combo. This has all the right options and looks
great. This has been fully serviced by us and is ready to go. This is in great shape inside and
out just take a look. This has a huge fun factor precise steering and handling and is economical
to operate. This has a clean title and is actual mileage. Most cars have a 3 month 3 mile
warranty included. We would be happy to take ANY kind of trade in on this vehicle! This has all
the rightoptions and looks great. This has been fully serviced by usand is ready to go. This is in
great shape inside and out justtake a look. This has a huge fun factor precise steering and
handlingand is economical to operate. Most carshave a 3 month 3 mile warranty included. We
wouldbe happy to take ANY kind of trade in on this vehicle! Free powertrain warranty at
torgerson auto center. Most vehicles are eligible for a service contract. We recommend a
service contract on all vehicles, this is the best way the dealer can take care of the customer.
Please verify options with sales rep before purchase to ensure that the online ad is accurate on
this vehicle. Mistakes can happen, but do not come often. It is nicely equipped. Or email me at
selsberry landerscorp. Com exclusive internet price! Stock Number: CL. Arkansas Arkansas 3
years at everycarlisted. When it comes to speedy, nimble roadsters this first generation miata
hits the mark. This sleek, compact, two-seat convertible features a versatile 1. Rest assured this
is a gem, starts right up drives down the road very nicely. We know of no concerns. Runs and
drives absolutely perfect, shifts smooth, no leaks anywhere in the top or in the engine. Very
healthy all round, no rust, no accidents at all. Come see and appreciate it, i absolutely love
driving this car gets around 26mpg in the city and super fun the whole time. New pictures
coming soon! Sporty miata convertable. Runs and drives great. Paint in great shape, interior in
good shape. Minor rust by the rear tires. Custom wheels and new tires approx. Selling because i
have too many cars and this on sits in the garage. Call, text or email. Site map Contact Us
Privacy Policy. Refine your search. Turbo Manual 23 Automatic 1. Coupe Gasoline Sport Cars 3.
Popular Similar Cars. Refine search. Mazda rx7 twin turbo r1 automatic transmission 12 pounds
of boost with dual Greddy turbos. It's a blast to drive and it's in amazing shape for a '93; live up
the summer with this baby! Google Ads. Mazda rx7 twin turbo r1 automatic transmission 12
pounds of boost with dual greddy turbos. D2 fully adjustable coil overs, brembo brakes , 40,
miles on fresh rebuild full compression test it is a a motor brand new tires, indash tv with 6 inch
flip out screen, kicker prime pro comp flush mount speakers, custom seats, invidia race
exhaust, slotted and double drilled rotors. One piece cat eye lenses with hid piaa high
projection. It's a blast to drive and it's in amazing shape for a '93; get ready for summer with this
baby! Collectors car milesclean nevada titlegaragedvehicle is located in st george ut. Its
currently running hp on 11 psi very fast for a pound car. With the current build its good for

around hp. It's at miles on the complete rebuild. It turns heads every where i go and gets
compliments everywhere i take it. This is the parts list. Exteriorpaint changed from dull silver to
black pearl basecoat clearcoat using basf glasurit paint products doors lift gate hood all
removed for color change car is slick and straight as should be used on the dodge viper. It was
originally silver. Car shop glow custom led taillightsspec 99 spoilermatte bronze volk racing
ce28s with bf goodridge tires. Also black powder coated stock rx7 wheels with new lug nuts.
New yokohama zr track tires. I have receipts for everything along with the stock parts. Vehicle is
located in katy tx. Unmodified, original twin turbo rotary engine. Original red paint exterior and
tan leather interior in excellent condition. Fun to drive, unique styling. A very fast, rare and
collectable car. New tires and registered through till comes on a clean california title. All cars
sold in california are subject to ca sales tax and licensing. I have all service history, All original
books and manuals, original window sticker and purchase contract. ExteriorPaint changed from
dull silver to black pearl basecoat clearcoat using BASF glasurit paint products doors lift gate
hood all removed for color change car is slick and straight as should be used on the Dodge
Viper. Ice cold Ac, power windows, moonroof, factory chrome wheels and leather interior. All
original paint and body panels. It has always been garage kept, never been subjected to winter,
and has a completely clean carfax, meaning no accidents, flood damage, no blemishes of any
kind on its record! Clean and clear title in hand selling black modified rx7, no accidents, no
issues. The engine and car runs and drives excellent, no mechanical issues what so ever. In the
past year the following have been done Tune up- new platinum plugs, new wires, new coil
packs2. New front and rear cross drilled and slotted brake rotors and pads3. New optima battery
relocated to the bin behind the drivers seat4. New aluminum race quality large turbo
intercooler6. New silicone cooling and vacuum hoses7. New aluminum race quality coolant air
tank8. New apexi air intake system9. Complete flush and fill of all lubricants and replacing with
synthetic fluids New degree thermostat and gasket and water pump New rear strut bar Vehicle
title: clear engine: 1. Warranty: vehicle does not have an existing warranty trim: r1 vehicle title:
clear engine: 1. Ice cold ac, power windows, moonroof, factory chrome wheels and leather
interior. Life long california car purchased at mazda of oxnard in Its never seen a day of rain,
snow or a salty road in its life! Always garaged and maintained with all service records since
new. I have all service history, all original books and manuals, original window sticker and
purchase contract. Never raced or abused. Clear and clean tile in hand. Its been garaged its
entire life and it shows. Nice deep origina
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l paint finish. Never in any accidents. Undercarriage is spotless. With the exception of a tiny
door ding on the passenger door its darn near flawless. I hate to say that anything is perfect but
this is as close as it gets! It looks as if it just rolled off the showroom floor. Not even any wear
on the driver leather seat. Ac was just charged. New tire's all the way around. Starts right up
with no leaks, smoke or funny noises. Transmission shifts smooth as silk. Drives straight down
the road. Steering and handling are very tight. Hard to believe its a 24 years old! Its a really neat
car! Weekends by appointment only sba is committed to providing high quality cars, high
quality customer service and client satisfaction. Keep in mind we ship cars worldwide - sight
unseen! Los Angeles, CA 4 years close5. No rust Needs body and mechanical work as well as to
pass smog check. Only aftermarket part is a Greddy.. Original engine and parts. Manual
transmission. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

